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By Martin K. Foys

University Press of Florida. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 288 pages. Dimensions:
8.8in. x 6.0in. x 0.8in.Its not often that a scholar writes a book that puts her or his literary period on
the map of literary studies . . . Particularly valuable because it tells us an immense amount about
key texts and materials of Anglo-Saxon culture but because it also fills in a history entirely missing
from recent work in New Media. --Richard Burt, University of FloridaFoys argues that early medieval
culture did not favor the representational practices privileged by the modern age and that five
hundred years of print culture have in effect shut off modern readers from interpretations of text
and image that would have been transparent to a medieval audience. Examining print and post-
print ways of reading medieval literature and art, he derives alternative models of understanding
from the realm of digital media, considering pre-print expression through a range of post-print
ideas and producing new and vital understandings of visionary Old English poetry, Anglo-Saxon
maps of the world, 11th-century Benedictine devotional writings, medieval mathematical systems,
stone sculpture of Viking settlers, and the famous Bayeux Tapestry. Building chapter upon chapter
into a sustained discussion of New...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through once again once again
down the road. I am just quickly could possibly get a delight of looking at a created ebook.
-- Ja ym e B eier-- Ja ym e B eier

A high quality ebook along with the font employed was fascinating to read. It really is writter in easy phrases rather than confusing. I am just easily can get
a satisfaction of looking at a composed publication.
-- Isa i B r a dtke-- Isa i B r a dtke
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